Chamilo LMS - Bug #8256

1.10.x missing icon in resource selection tree (selective backup/restore procedure)

24/05/2016 00:33 - Marko Kastelic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
<th>Bug resolved</th>
<th>Start date:</th>
<th>24/05/2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority:</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Due date:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignee:</td>
<td>Julio Montoya</td>
<td>% Done:</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category:</td>
<td>Backup</td>
<td>Estimated time:</td>
<td>0.00 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target version:</td>
<td>1.11.0</td>
<td>Spent time:</td>
<td>0.00 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity:</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>SCRUM pts - complexity:</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description

looks like little typo when accessing icon image from create backup/import backup; icon with name 0.gif (zero.gif - small plus sign) should be addressed instead of O.gif (capital_o.gif) that does not exists in main/img

Associated revisions

Revision ec931627 - 29/06/2016 12:07 - jmontoyaa
Add pointer in buttons see #8256

History

#1 - 25/05/2016 00:46 - Yannick Warnier
- Category set to Backup
- Target version set to 1.11.0

By reporting it one week earlier, we could still have fixed it in 1.10, but now it's gonna have to wait for 1.11 :-)

#2 - 25/05/2016 17:11 - Marko Kastelic
sorry, i was 'out of bussiness' for a while ...
adding https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1175

#3 - 25/05/2016 17:45 - Yannick Warnier
It's nice to have you back. I accepted your PR and added it to 1.11 as well.
It's still not 100% functional but you should soon be able to confirm your change satisfies your needs by checking https://1.11.chamilo.org (admin/admin).
I suppose you confirmed this on your local install, right? Can we close it?

#4 - 26/05/2016 12:31 - Marko Kastelic
it's functional on 1.11.chamilo.org but...
used icons are of different sizes (9x9 vs 15x15). I removed dependancy for gifs and replaced them with font-awesome icons (already loaded) adding https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1180
after layout check issue can be closed

#5 - 26/05/2016 12:34 - Julio Montoya
Marko Kastelic wrote:

it's functional on 1.11.chamilo.org but...
used icons are of different sizes (9x9 vs 15x15). I removed dependancy for gifs and replaced them with font-awesome icons (already loaded) adding https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1180

This PR was sent to master, it should be sent to the 1.11.x branch

#6 - 26/05/2016 12:56 - Marko Kastelic
sorry, will be more careful in the future. It's compatible down to 1.10 (locally tested)

#7 - 26/05/2016 14:21 - Julio Montoya
Marko Kastelic wrote:

  sorry, will be more careful in the future. It's compatible down to 1.10 (locally tested)

You need to update your PR to select the right branch (not sure if this is possible)
Or delete that PR and create another PR directed to 1.11.x

### #8 - 26/05/2016 16:58 - Marko Kastelic
removing old, adding new PR: [https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1182](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1182)

### #9 - 31/05/2016 10:03 - Marko Kastelic
- Status changed from New to Bug resolved

it's functional on 1.11., and looks nice. closing.

### #10 - 01/06/2016 11:40 - Marko Kastelic
- Status changed from Bug resolved to Needs more info
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

reopening

hand (cursor) is not shown when mouse is over +,- sign, since the img was previously replaced by span. I suggest to add

```
.fa-plus-square-o,.fa-minus-square-o { cursor:hand; cursor:display; }
```

to the web/css/base.css

the main reason is that elements are not easy taggable (many different classes; each category has it's own class: img_documens, img_glosary, ...)

is this acceptable ?

and: we could change coursr on (descriptive) text right of the sing (already clicable) too

### #11 - 29/06/2016 02:30 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs more info to Assigned
- Assignee set to Julio Montoya

### #12 - 29/06/2016 12:08 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Julio Montoya)

I just applied this change:

[https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/ec9316274e76b906afe2abff9fc006481a47f15b](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/ec9316274e76b906afe2abff9fc006481a47f15b)

Requires composer update

### #13 - 30/06/2016 01:06 - Yannick Warnier
- Assignee set to Marko Kastelic

Marko, this is left for you to test out.
I updated [https://1.11.chamilo.org/](https://1.11.chamilo.org/) so you can check it from there.

### #14 - 30/06/2016 08:58 - Marko Kastelic
- Assignee changed from Marko Kastelic to Yannick Warnier

it's ok on partials: backup, restore and course copy(chrome, safari,ff, ie,konqueror,some older samsung phone stock browsers, aosp browsers before chrome). In my previous suggestion (above) cursor:hand is added only for possibility of compatibility with IE browsers v 5.5 and below. Returning this one for closing. Thanks.

### #15 - 30/06/2016 23:27 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Assigned

18/03/2022 2/3
Alex, podrías checar esto?: falta estilo cursor:hand en el "+" de despliegue de las opciones del menú de elementos seleccionables en la toma de backup

#16 - 12/07/2016 23:37 - Alex Aragon
- Assignee changed from Alex Aragon to Yannick Warnier

 Cambios enviados a la rama 1.11.x

#17 - 13/07/2016 00:48 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Assigned to Bug resolved
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to Julio Montoya
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1288